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Interfaces play an important role in modifying the dynamics of polymers confined to the nanoscale. We
demonstrate that the distance over which an interface suppresses molecular mobility in poly(styrene) thin
films can be systematically increased by tens of nanometers by controlling the chain of conformation, i.e.,
the height of the loops in irreversibly adsorbed nanolayers. These effects arise from topological interaction
between adsorbed and neighboring unadsorbed chains, respectively, which increase their motional
coupling to facilitate the propagation of suppressed dynamics originating at the interface, thus highlighting
the ability to manipulate interfacial effects by local conformation of chains in adsorbed nanolayers.
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The dynamics of polymers confined to the nanoscale are
different from those of the bulk [1–8]. Consensus is
emerging that interfaces, which can alter the conformation
of nearby chains, are the underpinnings of confinement
effects on molecular dynamics [2–5]. Modified dynamics at
the interface can propagate over a length scale of tens of
nanometers [6–8], creating a percolation network which
alters average mobility [9,10]. Hence, understanding the
pathway by which interfacial mobility propagates within
confined polymers is of critical importance. Moreover, our
ability to harness such effects, by systematically controlling
the length scale over which modified dynamics propagate
away from the interface, would provide a unique means to
exploit confinement to tune polymer properties.
Irreversibly adsorbed nanolayers, immobilized ultrathin

layers of polymers strongly adhered atop a solid surface,
are worthy of special attention because their structure and
properties are crucial to how interfacial effects impact thin
film dynamics. Napolitano and co-workers [11–14] dem-
onstrated that substrate effects on the glass transition
temperature (Tg) and segmental dynamics, measured in
thin films upon confinement, could be directly related to the
degree of chain adsorption at the substrate. Koga et al. [15]
andWang and co-workers [16–18] revealed that suppressed
dynamics of ultrathin adsorbed layers could extend tens of
nanometers away from the substrate, which could be
related to the thickness or architecture of the adsorbed
layer. Meanwhile, Burroughs et al. found that such layers
have an enhanced Tg [19]. It has been proposed that
absorbed layer effects on molecular mobility are realized
by topological interactions between structures within
adsorbed chains, i.e., loops, and those of neighboring
unadsorbed chains in a matrix, which ensure continuity
in the mobility gradient emanating from the substrate and

ending in the bulk [20,21], thus further underscoring the
importance of the conformations of the adsorbed chains to
the long-range interfacial effects.
Referring to the conformations of chains in the adsorbed

layers, earlier theoretical works predicted that chains
adsorbed atop a solid surface adopt conformations in the
form of loops, trains, and tails [22,23]. Recently, Koga and
co-workers [24,25] experimentally revealed that chains in
tightly bound adsorbed layers (also known as flattened
layers or bound loop layers [26]) mainly adopted a closely
arranged loop conformation with high-density segment-
solid contacts to achieve large enthalpic gains. The concrete
picture obtained from its structure now enables the precise
design of the adsorbed layers. In this Letter, we exploit
such a design to illustrate that the size of loops in the
flattened adsorbed layers is a key parameter that controls
the propagation of suppressed interfacial dynamics—and
accordingly the dynamics—of polymer thin films.
Here, we used a random copolymer of poly (styrene-

ran-4-hydroxystyrene) P(S-r-HS) [see Figs. S1–S3 and
Table S1 in the Supplemental Material (SM) [27] for
details of the synthesis] to prepare adsorbed layers atop
silicon wafers with native oxide layers. Note that the similar
reactivity ratios between S and HS ensure the formation
of a statistical copolymer [31,32]. Since HS has a greater
affinity to the silicon surface through OH-OH interac-
tions [33], it will preferentially adsorb atop it over the S
components in the copolymer, thus providing a means
to generate loops in the flattened nanolayers. Control of the
loop height of the flattened chains was achieved by
changing the mole fraction (fHS) of HS in the copolymer.
To obtain adsorbed layers, spin-coated films of P(S-r-HS)
(h ¼ 80� 2 nm) were annealed at 443 K for 3 h under
vacuum and then solvent leached using propylene glycol
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methyl ether acetate (i.e., a good solvent for both PS and
PHS) to remove the nonadsorbed chains. The residual
layers were dried under vacuum at 393 K for 1 h and then
characterized by ellipsometry, x-ray reflectivity (XRR)
and AFM.
Figure 1(a) presents the thickness of the residual film of

P(S-r-HS) with fHS ¼ 0.045, assessed by ellipsometry and
XRR, as a function of solvent-leaching time. Notably, two
plateaus at thicknesses of 10.4 and 3.0 nm were clearly
observed. We note that the two-step desorption behavior
was previously reported and interpreted by Gin et al. [24]
and is indicative of the existence of two different architec-
tures within adsorbed layers: inner flattened chains con-
stituted by regularly arranged loops (i.e., flattened layers),
and loosely adsorbed outer chains with fewer contacts
with the substrate. During solvent leaching between
3 h < t < 8 h, the exposed adsorbed layers consisted
of both flattened and loosely adsorbed chains with
thickness of ∼10.4 nm. For solvent leaching t > 24 h,
the second plateau exposed a 3.0 nm thick absorbed layer
consisting only of flattened chains. Results of XRR experi-
ments [see Fig. 1(b)] provided supporting evidence for the
existence of two-layer and single-layer structures for
adsorbed layers with thicknesses of ∼10.4 and 3.0 nm,
respectively. Combined, the present results suggest that the
flattened layer of P(S-r-HS) constituting short loops of
adsorbed chains is attainable after extensive solvent
leaching.
Figure 2 shows the thickness of the fattened layers (hF)

as a function of fHS. For fHS < 0.024, hF increased with
increasing fHS. For 0.024 < fHS < 0.14, hF decreased
with increasing fHS, and for fHS > 0.14, hF was indepen-
dent of the HS content. A quantitative relationship between
hF and fHS could be determined based on the proposed
nanolayers structure consisting of anchored HS and loop S
segments, and it is given by Eq. (1) (see Fig. S4 in the SM
[27] for details):

hF ¼ R
104σ

ρfHSNa
; ð1Þ

where σ and ρ are the number of available anchoring points
per unit area and mass density of hF (ρ ¼ 1.13 g=cm3

determined by XRR), respectively; Na stands for
Avogadro’s number; and R is a correction parameter
reflecting the deviation from the proposed adsorption
structure. As shown in Fig. 2, the data were quantitatively
fit between 0.024 < fHS < 0.14 with R ¼ 0.85 and σ ¼
1.1 nm−2. For 0.024 < fHS and fHS > 0.14, the deviations
in hF from the model suggest adsorption of S at the interface
and incorporation of HS segments in the loops of the
flattened chains, respectively, and thus bound the fHS values
where the proposed local conformation of loops in the

FIG. 1. (a) Thickness of residual layers of P(S-r-HS) as a function of solvent-leaching time. (b) XRR curves of the adsorbed layers
consisting of the loosely adsorbed layers (hL) and flattened layers (hF), and of hF only. (Inset) The density profile of the adsorbed layers.

FIG. 2. hF as a function of fHS. (Inset) The proposed con-
formation of P(S-r-HS) flattened layers and the brown circle on
the y axis is the hF of PS. The curve is the fit by Eq. (1).
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flattened layers, as shown in Fig. 2, are valid. Further support
for the proposed structure was obtained by a linear corre-
lation between hF and theoretical values of the loop height
calculated by geometric analysis; see Figs. S5 and S6 in the
SM [27]. AFM images in Fig. S7 in the SM [27] revealed
smooth and consolidated adsorbed nanolayers atop the
substrate, indicating the formation of a homogeneous loop
structure of flattened chains atop the substrate surface. Taken
together, the data presented above demonstrate that the
height of loops in flattened layers can be controlled by
altering fHS provided that 0.024 < fHS < 0.14.
The influence of adsorbed layer chain topology on

diffusion in polystyrene (PS) thin films was obtained using
a multilayer film geometry [34] recently developed to
detect gradients of chain mobility near the interface
by investigating the diffusion of a fluorinated tracer-labeled
polymer [34]. A multilayer film [inset of Fig. 3(a)]
composed of a bottom flattened layer of P(S-r-HS), a
variable-thickness middle layer of polystyrene end
capped with 2-perfluorooctylethyl methacrylate (FMA)
units (PS402−ec−FMA2, MW¼43kg=mol, PDI ¼ 1.12),
and a top layer of PS (hup ¼ 50 nm, Mw ¼ 40 kg=mol,
PDI ¼ 1.08) was fabricated (see Sec. S5 of the SM [27] for
sample preparations). Upon thermally annealing the multi-
layer film at 403 K (Tbulk

g þ 30 K), the fluorinated chains
(PS402 − ec − FMA2) diffuse through the top PS layer,
eventually reaching the free surface. The critical time (t�)
required for PS402 − ec − FMA2 chains to diffuse from the
underlying interface to the topmost PS surface, which
can be used to determine effective diffusion coefficients
(Deff , Deff ¼ h2up=2t�, hup ¼ 50 nm) based on Fick’s law,
were acquired by detecting the onset of water contact angle
increment as a function of annealing time due to the
enrichment of hydrophobic FMA units at the surface;
see Fig. 3(a).
Figure 3(b) depicts the normalized diffusion

coefficients (Deff=Deff;∞), where Deff;∞ is Deff when the

PS402 − ec − FMA2 layer is sufficiently thick that the
substrate does not influence the mobility of the chain at
the PS==PS402 − ec − FMA2 interface, as a function of the
PS402 − ec − FMA2 layer thickness (hmid). Remarkably,
for all films with adsorbed layers having different loop
sizes in the flattened layers, Deff=Deff;∞ decreased signifi-
cantly with a reduction in hmid below a critical value.
Since interfacial effects are known to cause long-range
perturbations to molecular mobility and chain diffusion
[8,15,20,21,35], the decrease in Deff=Deff;∞ is considered
to result from interfacial effects exerting a greater
influence on mobility as the middle layer thickness is
reduced. In this context, the Deff=Deff;∞ vs hmid curves
represent the gradient distribution of chain mobility near
the interface, and the value of h�c, defined as hmid when
Deff=Deff;∞ ¼ 0.97, were approximated as the critical
length scale (or depth) over which a gradient in mobility,
originating from interfacial effects at the substrate, could
extend within a thin film. Interestingly, the h�c increased
markedly with the loop height of the flattened chains; see
the inset of Fig. 3(b). At hF ¼ 5.1 nm, the reduced thin film
mobility persisted up to ∼160 nm (i.e., 29Rg)—a distance
much larger than that of PS on bare silicon (∼10Rg) [8,34].
Our results illustrate that large loops of the flattened chains
aid in the propagation of reduced interfacial molecular
mobility.
We propose that the loops of the flattened chains provide

a structure in which the neighboring unadsorbed chains can
penetrate and become entangled, thus propagating sup-
pressed dynamics of the adsorbed chain. To shed light on
the changes of such topological interactions, we performed
dewetting experiments of PS films (45 nm) atop P(S-r-HS)
flattened layers (see experimental details in Sec. S6 in the
SM [27]). Since loops of P(S-r-HS) flattened layers have
the same chemical structures as the overlaying PS films,
dewetting of the PS films from the adsorbed nanolayers is
autophobic [36–41] in nature and driven by entropic

FIG. 3. (a) Water contact angle on a top PS surface as a function of annealing time (hF ¼ 5.1 nm; T ¼ 403 K). (b) Deff=Deff;∞ as a
function of hmid (T ¼ 403 K). The insets of (a) and (b) show the multilayer sample geometry and the relation between the h�c and hF,
respectively. The straight and curved lines are intended as guides for the eye.
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interaction, and dictated by the extent of chain interpen-
etration. Upon annealing at 423 K, the PS films readily
dewet the adsorbed layers with hF ≤ 4.2 nm; however,
the films remained stable on the adsorbed layers with
hF ¼ 5.1 nm; see the Fig. 4(a) inset, consistent with the
“wet” condition with strong interpenetration [39]. The
relationship between the degree of interpenetration and loop
height of the flattened chains was assessed by probing the
interface slippage. Polymers can better slip at the interface
with less interpenetration, while stronger interpenetration,
associated with large interfacial friction, usually causes less
slippage with a smaller slip length (b) [40–42]. The
interfacial slip length (b) (b ∼ 1=k, k: interfacial friction
coefficients [40–42])—a parameter characterizing the
degree of “slippiness”—of PS on the various adsorbed
layers was evaluated by examining the dewetting dynamics
(see Sec. S6 of the SM [27] for the calculations of b). It is
evident that the slip length tends to decrease (indicating less
slippiness) with increasing loop height of the flattened
chains [see Fig. 4(a)], thus indicating the increased inter-
facial friction due to the formation of stronger interpene-
trations and entanglements between loops in flattened layers
and free chains in the matrix.
The interface of the flattened adsorbed layers was

directly probed by a sum frequency generational spectros-
copy (SFG). A sandwiched sample geometry, shown in the
inset of Fig. 4(b) (see the sample preparations in Sec. S7 of
the SM [27]), was used to acquire SFG signals from the
interface of a deuterated PS film (d-PS) and underlying P
(S-r-HS) adsorbed layers. When the loop height of flattened
chains was small (e.g., hF ¼ 1.2 nm), strong signals in
the C-D vibrational region from the phenyl ring of d-PS
(i.e., v2 at 2280 cm−1 [43]) appeared in the SFG spectra;
see Fig. 4(b). However, the peak intensities decreased upon
increasing height of the loops in the flattened adsorbed
layers. Since the SFG signal is generated at an interface

where the symmetry is broken and molecules are ordered
[44], it could be reasonably inferred that a sharp and
contrasting interface normally generates strong SFG sig-
nals; however a gradient and diffusive interface results in
weak signals because of the loss of the molecular ordering
at the interface [45]. Therefore, the SFG results also
evidenced the notion that the flexible loops formed by
the flattened chains facilitated the interpenetration and
entanglements with the free chains in the matrix, and the
strength of such topological interactions increased with an
increase of the loop height.
Taken together, the results presented above demonstrate

that the ability to tune the propagation of suppressed
dynamics by a new parameter, i.e., the loop height of
the flattened nanolayers, is essentially correlated to the
topological interactions, which we regard as a result of the
interpenetration and entanglement between the chains
anchored to the surface and those without direct contact
with the substrate. The increased topological interaction
strenghthens the degree of motional coupling of chains,
resulting in an increase in the distance of hindrance to
interfacial dynamics with increasing loop height [Fig. 3(b)].
Finally, we show how the differences in absorbed

nanolayer topology can be used to tune the Tg-confinement
behavior of the PS films, i.e., a demonstration of exploiting
confinement for property manipulation. As shown in Fig. 5,
the Tg of thin PS films on the P(S-r-HS) adsorbed layer
surface, as measured by ellipsometry, first decreases due to
free surface effects [46,47] and then increases because of
the dominance of the interfacial effect [46,47] with reduced
film thickness. The threshold film thickness for the
observed increase in Tg for the PS thin film is greater
when placed atop adsorbed flattened nanolayers with larger
loops, that is, 18, 26, and 33 nm for PS film on adsorbed
layer with hF ¼ 1.2, 3.0, and 5.1 nm, respectively. We note
that the nonmonotonic change in Tg, arising from the

FIG. 4. (a) Slip length and AFM images of PS films on the adsorbed layers. (b) SFG spectra from the polymer-polymer interfaces
between the adsorbed and the nonadsorbed chains. The insets of (a) and (b) illustrate the differences in interpenetration and
entanglements formed between the adsorbed and neighboring free chains at low and high hF and the sample geometry for SFG
measurements, respectively. The size of the AFM images in (a) is 32 × 32 μm.
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counteraction between interface and free surface effects,
was previously observed for PS-COOH on SiOx, but the
increase in Tg occurred at much smaller thicknesses
(i.e., <10 nm) [48,49]. The larger threshold values indicate
that the loop structures of the P(S-r-HS) flattened chains
which aid the propagation of suppressed interfacial dynam-
ics amplify the influence of the interfacial effect. The
contribution of interfacial effects on Tg of PS films was
extracted by fitting TgðhÞ vs thickness curves (see Fig. 5)
using a three-layer model containing a surface mobile layer,
a bulk region, and an interfacial layer [47,50,51]:

TgðhÞ ¼
h − h1

h
Tbulk
g

�
1 −

�
γ

h

�
δ
�
þ
R h1
0 TgðzÞdz

h
: ð2Þ

The first term in Eq. (2) reflects the effects of a mobile
free surface, in which γ and δ are surface-related parameters
(γ ¼ 3.2� 0.6 nm, δ ¼ 1.8� 0.2 for PS) [50,51]; h1 is
the thickness of the interfacial layers. The second term
accounts for the contribution of suppressed interfacial
dynamics, in which TgðzÞ is a function describing the
depth distribution of local Tg, and the integration

[
R h1
0 TgðzÞdz] is the sum of TgðzÞ of all of the sublayers

with different distances from the adsorbed layers. It was
shown that the integral term increases with increasing loop
height of the flattened chain, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5.
Moreover,

R h1
0 TgðzÞdz correlates linearly with the distance

at which the substrate affects polymer mobility (h�c); see
Fig. 5. Figure 5 also illustrates that both h�c and Tg of the PS
thin film increased with the thickness of the flattened layer.
This behavior is qualitatively consistent with that reported
in homopolymers [12,13], in which a correlation between

the adsorbed amount and the material properties was
identified, and therefore further supports the claim that
the chain adsorption governs the equilibrium and non-
equilibrium dynamics of confined polymers.
This Letter points to new physics in understanding

interfacial effects on relaxation dynamics of the nano-
confined polymers: the local conformation of chains
adsorbed atop solid surfaces plays a vital role on the
propagation of suppressed dynamics induced by interacting
substrates, by altering topological interactions of chains at
the polymer-polymer interface with the adsorbed structure
of chains closest to the substrate. The flattened adsorbed
chains with larger loops are highly efficient in propagating
suppressed interfacial dynamics because of their ease in
forming strong topological constraints with free chains,
giving rise to interfacial effects which can be propagated far
from the substrate. The results of this Letter enable us with
an opportunity to tune the length scale that interfacial effects
propagate by using the rationalized optimization of the local
conformation, and more specifically the size of the loops, of
the adsorbed flattened chains on solid surfaces, and they thus
have strong implications for reinforced polymer nanocom-
posites, where the filler-polymer interface is believed to be
important.
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